An imporlunt property of PRM roadmaps is that they provide a good approximation of Ihe connectivity of the free C-space. We present a general framework for building and querying probabilistic roadmaps that includes all previous PRM variants as special cases. In particulac it supports no, complete, or partial node and edge validation and various evaluation schedules for path validation. and it enables path customization for variable, adaptive query requirements. While each of the above features is present in some PRM variant, the general framework proposed here is the only one to include them all. Our framework enables user$ to choose the best approximation level for their problem Our experimental evidence shows this can result in significant performance gains.
Introduction
Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM) motion planning methods have been the subject of much recent work. These methods create a graph of randomly generated collision-free configurations which are connected by a simple and fast local planning method. Actual global planning (queries) is carried out on this graph. The initial P R M S were shown to he very successful in solving difficult prohlems in highdimensional configuration spaces (C-space) that had previously resisted efficient solution [16] . These successes motivated the application of PRMs to challenging problems arising in a variety of fields including robotics (e.g., closedchain systems [14, 191) . CAD (e.g., maintainability 16, 111, deformable objects [2, 5, HI) , and even computational Biology and Chemistry (e.g., ligand docking [7, 221, protein folding [3,23, 241) . Indeed, it can he argued that the PRM framework was instrumental in this broadening of the range of applicability of motion planning, as many of these prohlems had never before heen considered candidates for automatic methods. The strength of P R M s comes from their efficiency and effectiveness in approximately representing the connectivity of the free C-space. However, if the queries only utilize a small portion of the roadmap, then the time spent constructing the unused portion of the roadmap is wasted. This consideration motivated researchers to propose P R M variants, such as Lazy PRM [9] , Fuzzy PRM [21] , and Customizahle PRM [251, that postpone some roadmap construction operations until query time.
While P R M s are very good at finding a path, they do not support applications which might impose particular, variable path requirements, e.g., maintaining a particular clearance or minimizing the robot's rotation. This issue has not received as much attention as, e.g., the narrow passage problem, because simply finding any path was considered a necessary first step. Some probabilistic methods have been developed to enable one to specify fixed [X, IS] and variable [25] path requirements.
In this paper, we present a general framework for huilding and querying prohabilktic roadmaps. This framework includes all previous PRM variants as special cases. In particular, it encompasses variable levels of validation, ranging from no validation to complete validation, of nodes and edges during roadmap construction, 0 it provides for various evaluation schedules for the edges when validating paths extracted from the roadmap, and 0 it enables customization of paths to satisfy variable, While each of the above features is present in some PRM variant, the general framework proposed in this paper is the only one to include them all.
adaptive query requirements.
Related Work
In this section we briefly mention other approaches targeted at either improving the efficiency of P R M s or in supporting requirements on the query path other than the usual collision-free requirement. roadmap nodes and/or edges. In the query phase, the roadmap is validated and refined only in the area of interest for the query and is customized in accordance with any specified path preferences. This approach, like Lazy and Fuzzy PKM, postpones validation checks until the query phase to yield more efficient roadmap construction. In addition, it gives one the ability to customize the same roadmap for different path preferences.
General PRM Framework
In this section, we present a general PKM framework that includes all previous PRM variants as special cases. Table 1 provides an overview of the relation of our framework to several well known PRM variants.
Our framework consists of two phases: roadmap construction and query. Ultimately, all nodes and edges on the solution path must be fully validated. This validation can be performed during roadmap construction, as in the original PRMs [16] , completely postponed until a path is extracted in the query phase, as in Lazy PRM [9] , or partially performed during roadmap construction and completed during the quey phase, as in Fuzzy PRM [21] or C-PRM [25] . A less studied issue is the order in which incompletely validated edges are checked when validating a path; most PRM variants simply consider the edges in order, but Fuzzy PRM uses a priority-based evaluation scheme. Our general PRM formulation encompasses all such options.
A strength of PRMS is that they provide a good approximation of the connectivity of the free C-space. While eliminating all validation from the roadmap construction phase sacrifices this desirable property, useful appmximations can he computed by partial validation of nodes and/or edges. This can be illustrated in the simple environment shown in Figure I in which both partial node and edge validation would be useful in better approximating the connectivity of the free C-space which would improve query efficiency.
Roadmap Construction
Node generation. During node generation, N nodes are sampled. Traditional PRMS sample nodes uniformly at random. Other techniques have been developed to increase the number of sampled nodes in narrow passages [l, 261. Nodes are then added to the roadmap if they pass a validation test.
Node evaluation ranges from no validation (as in Lazy PRM) to complete validation (as in traditional PRMs). Complete validation checks that the node meets all the given requirements. Methods for partially validating nodes are discussed in Section 4.1.
Node connection. During node connection, an attempt is made to connect each node with its k closest neighbors, for some small constant k, via some local planner (e.g., a straight line in C-space 
Query Phase 4 Building Approximate Roadmaps
Evaluation during roadmap construction covers a spectrum from no validation (e.g., Lazy PRM and Fuzzy PRM) to complete validation (e.g., traditional PRM). In this section we present techniques that approximately validate nodes and edges.
Approximate Node Evaluation
Complete node validation consists of checking that the node satisfies all the given requirements. Approximate node evaluation makes an educated guess about whether the node satisfies a given requirement. The most common motion planning requirement is that the robot is collisionfree. Collision detection can be time consuming, especially if the robot or the environment is complex. Below, we present both conservative and aggressive approximate validation methods to reduce roadmap construction time.
Bounding volume approximation. One way to simplify collision detection calculations is replace the robot's and/or the obstacles' complex geometry with simplified geometries. Here we present three approaches based on bounding volumes.
Bounding box appmximation. An object's geometry is replaced by its bounding box. Although this is conservative in that it may discard valid nodes, it dramatically reduces the cost of collision detection.
Bounding sphere appmximation. An object's geometry is replaced by a bounding sphere. While this approximation allows for very efficient collision checks, it is even more conservative than the bounding box.
Convex hull appmximation. An object's geometry is replaced by its convex hull. This approximation is less conservative than the others since it provides a tighter fit to the original object. Collision detection packages can then take advantage of techniques for convex objects. The time saved in collision checking compensates for the O(n logn) time required to compute the convex hull [41.
Center of mass approximation. A node's collision status can also be approximated by checking if the robot's center of mass lies inside any obstacle. Unlike the previous methods, this is an aggressive technique and can add invalid nodes to the roadmap.
Grid-based approximation. Here, an approximate value for each cell in a grid-based decomposition of Cspace. During roadmap construction, the value for each configuration is determined by a simple, fast table lookup. Of course, due to the highdimensionality of most interesting C-spaces, this method is infeasible in many cases. Nevertheless, there exist some applications where useful approximations can be computed on a coarse grid (e.g., potential energy calculations for ligand binding [251) . Also, sometimes reasonable C-space approximations can be provided from a grid-based decomposition of the workspace.
During the query, the start and the goal a e connected to the roadmap. Then, an algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra's [12] ) is used to search the roadmap for a shortest path.
Path evaluation. If the roadmap was not completely validated during construction (i.e., checked that nodes and edges meet all requirements), then the nodes and edges along the path must be checked. If a portion of the path is invalid, it is removed from the roadmap, and a new path is extracted. This repeats until a valid path is found or the start and goal a e no longer connected. This strategy is followed in Lazy PRM [9] , Fuzzy PRM [21] , and C-PRM [25] .
Identifying invalid portions of the path quickly will reduce the total query time.
Path requirements.
Usually there are other desirable properties for a path in addition to the basic collision-free requirement. Table 2 : Common path requirements Enforcing path preferences. It is not practical to store all the information needed to verify such properties in the roadmap. Moreover, in some cases it is difficult, or even impossible, to associate such information with roadmap nodes or edges because it relates to global properties of the solution path. For example, one might ask for a path for a mobile robot that makes at most k sharp turns. Since this is not a local property and the start and goal are not known in advance, one cannot prune the roadmap so that it contains only valid paths. In this example, and indeed in many interesting queries, the only way to enforce such requirements is during the query stage.
In many cases, one would like to request a path meeting several path preferences but with different priorities. Our general PRM framework can support such queries by iteratively refining, or customizing, the roadmap according to the prioritized requirements. At each stage, invalid nodes and edges are removed as they are discovered, and the process iterates. Finally, a path that meets the preferences to the largest degree possible is found, and in the process, the roadmap is customized to these preferences.
Approximate Edge Evaluation
Our goal is to perform fast, approximate validation of the edges, Many invalid edges can be quickly discovered, resulting in roadmaps that reflect the connectivity of the free C-space better than roadmaps built without edge validation.
Binary resolution approximation. The strategy is to validate the intermediate configurations on an edge (e.g., a straight-line in C-space) according to a binary partitioning strategy. We first validate the midpoint, then the midpoints of the two resulting subsegments, etc. Our experience shows this strategy discovers many invalid edges quickly. A similar idea of increasing resolution checks is used in Fuzzy PRM [211 when attempting to increase edge probabilities during the query stage.
Overlapping spheres approximation. Another way to estimate whether an edge is collision-free is to use a test based on the C-space clearance of its two endpoints. If the sum of the two C-space clearances is greater than the distance between the endpoints, then there exists a collisionfree path connecting them. (A path could still exist even if the spheres do not intersect.) Since we cannot compute exact clearances in C-space, we compute an approximation by selecting n directions at random, finding the C-space clearance in those directions, and using the minimum as the C-space clearance approximation (see Figure 2) . Clearly, the accuracy of the approximation is very sensitive to the number n, and it is possible that invalid edges are added to the roadmap. In practice, values as small as n = 3 work well. 
Path Evaluation
To validate a particular path, every node and edge along that path must be checked to meet all the given requirements. If invalid nodededges are identified quickly, the time required to validate the path is reduced. Thus, the order in which these are checked effects the total query time.
Sequential path evaluation. The approach employed by most PRM variants checks the edges in the path sequentially. First the nodes are checked in order from the start to the goal. If they all meet the given requirements, the edges are checked in order from the start to the goal.
Priority-based path evaluation [Zl] . While sequential path evaluation is straightforward to implement, a more efficient approach would identify which edges are most likely invalid and check these first. Each edge is assigned a weight according to the probability that it meets the given requirement. To validate a path, each edge along the path is inserted into a priority queue. The edge with the lowest probability is removed from the queue, checked at a higher resolution, and assigned a new probability. This repeats until all edges meet the requirement (probability of I) or an edge is found invalid (probability of 0), removed, and a new path is extracted.
Fuzzy PRM implements such a strategy for the collisionfree requirement using the probability:
where d(cl, c 2 ) is the length of the edge, 1 is the level at which the edge has been checked, and Z , , ,
is the highest resolution required. (See [211 for more details.) This approach can be extended to other path requirements by redefining the probability function.
Experimental Results
All experiments were performed on a 1.8 GHz PC using our C++ OBPRM libraq? which includes implementations of many PRM variants.
Roadmap Construction Techniques
In this section, we study how different roadmap construction techniques effect the algorithm's performance, as measured in terms of roadmap size and running time.
Node evaluation. We study various levels and techniques for node validation using the house environment containing a table and a piano shown in Figure 3 . The goal is to move the piano out of the house. We built several roadmaps with different node evaluation techniques. All edges are added to roadmaps without any validation. The results are shown in Table 3 . Because nodes are generated uniformly at random, we ran each experiment 10 times and averaged the results.
As seen in Table 3 , it is useful to perform some level of node validation. If no validation is performed, the size of the corresponding minimal roadmap to solve the query is the largest among all cases, and also the most expensive to build. Moreover, the query time is significantly longer as the roadmap contains many invalid nodes that are encountered and discarded during the query process. While complete node validation performs much better, it can be seen that some partial node validation further reduces running In this particular environment, the hest performance is achieved when the robot, a complex piano model, is approximated by its hounding box. The gain can he attributed to the simpler bounding box, which makes collision detection much faster. The more complex convex hull bounding volume is slightly slower overall. There are cases, however, where the more accurate convex hull honnding volume has proven useful [ZO] . Brock and Kavraki [IO] used a similar strategy of approximating the robot by a simpler structure in their decomposition-based planning work.
Edge evaluation. Figure I shows an environment where approximate edge validation may he advantageous. Approximate edge validation can coarsely represent the connectivity of the C-space while saving time over complete validation. Table 4 compares several levels of approximate edge validation against no validation and complete validation.
The results show that approximate edge validation greatly reduces roadmap construction time while eliminating most invalid edges. For example, approximate edge validation at the coarsest level eliminates 14% of the invalid edges while only slightly increasing roadmap construction time over no edge validation. The benefit of eliminating these invalid edges is clearly seen in the query time. The query time for a roadmap with no edge validation is much longer because many edges must he checked and removed before a valid path is found. Roadmap construction time is reduced by an order of magnitude over complete edge validation while only slightly increasing the query time.
Table 4 also shows that there is a tradeoff between saving time during roadmap construction and eliminating invalid edges. The optimal balance between these will vary according to the environment and the difficulty of the query.
In this case, the best performance is achieved with 0.05 resolution, i.e., 20 times lower than the original resolution.
Path Evaluation Order
We study the two evaluation orders for path validation described in Section 5: sequential and priority-based. We compare their running times, shown in the last four colums of Tables 3 and 4, for the two environments given in Figures 1 and 3 .
For the relatively uncluttered house environment (Figure 3) , the results in Table 3 indicate that priority-based path validation performs significantly better than its sequential counterpart; recall that no edge validation is performed during roadmap construction. For the cluttered environment (Figure 1 ). nodes are completely validated and edges are approximately validated. Table 4 shows that the priority-based validation is only slightly better in most cases. This is because sequential path validation can identify an invalid edge nearly as quickly as priority-based path validation in cluttered environments.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a general framework for building and querying probabilistic roadmaps that includes all previous PRM variants as special cases. In particular, it supports no, complete, or partial node and edge validation and various path validation schedules. Partial node and edge validation also facilitates the imposition of different or additional requirements at query time. We provide experimental evidence that using appropriate techniques for approximately validating nodes and edges during roadmap construction enables one to build roadmaps at a significantly reduced cost while still approximately capturing the connectivity of the free C-space. We also find that priority- 
